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CLEMSON WINS FROM STATE

THE YELLOW PERIL
SWEEPS ON

TIGERS AND RESRy[S
BOTH WIN
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON
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JOSH NOT WORRYING CORPS ENTRAINS FOR CLEMSON TIGER
CHAMPIONSHIP GRID
RESERVES DEFEAT
ABOUT TIGER DEFENSE
FAIR AND HOLIDAY TEAM DRIVES WOLFNORTH GEORGIA AGS. TEAM TQJEJELECTED
North Georgia Aggies Suffer at A National Authoritative ComClemson Supporters Must Re- Cadets to See Game and Then
PACK
JROM
DOOR
Hands of Clemson Remember That Cody Knows
mittee Composed of 250
Have Three Days for RelaxWhat He is Doing in Not
Pointing His Team
for Games
Some staunch Clemson supporters
have been concenred about the Tiger
defense. Last season their apprehension was concerning the offense.
Clemson won her first 'five starts last
year without being scored upon, but
all save two games were annexed
by narrow margins.
This season
the Tigers have started on a scoring
rampage, but have already had 3
touchdowns chalked up against them,
although they have piled, up 152
points for themselves.
But Josh Cody says he is not
worrying about the defense. And
last year he refused to be exercised
over the alleged lack of offensive
strength. The Clemson mentor goes
calmly about his task of building
up .a strong .machine which he hopes
will be able to meet its opponents on
fairly even ground. Josh- couldn't
see the idea of pointing his team for
Davidson and Auburn, with more
strenuous and important games
around the corner. Of course, upsets are not unknown at Clemson,
but prospects are that the Tigers
will enter the traditional Fair "Week
classic with South Carolina with an
undefeated, slate.
After that contest, the Clemson menu is sheer
dynamite, and the Jungaleers will
shoot the works.

NEW CADET OFFICERS
KCED THIS WEE

ation From Studies
According to custom, the Clemson
cadets will again visit the State Fair
at Columbia on Thursday, October
24. The holidays for this occasion
begin Wednesday 23 at 4.00 P. M.,
and extend until 10:00 P. M. Sunday
27.
A special train providing transportation to Columbia will leave Calhoun early Thursday morning. A
number of cadets are planning to go
down Wednesday after Classes, although a majority will take advantage of the special which arrives in
Columbia in good time for the Carolina-Clemson football game — the
main event of the fair.
Some years ago the corps were in
the habit of going down in a body
and encamping on the fair grounds.
This is the second year, however,
that a general holiday has been
granted especially for the fair, but
one which could be spent in any
manner desired by the cadet. Since
practically the entire student body
attends the fair, all. are eagerly looking forward to a few days of relaxation from the routine of classes, and
some interesting diversions in the
forms of a trip, an exciting football
came, and various entertainments
of the midway.

JUNIOPi PLATOON
DRILLS AT GAME
Snappy Cadets Pull Good
Exhibition

One of the main events at the
Twenty-One Appointments Ad- Clemson-Auburn football game Saturday, was the drilling of tb.3
ded to List of Cadets HoldJunior's prize drill platoon, As
ing Military Offices
soon as the first hair was over,
On October 10 a number of new Cadet Colonel Farr marched the
cadet officers were appointed to fill Juniors on the green carpeted footthe places of those men who failed ball field and saluted the crowd.
to return to college this year. The The Juniors then went through a
Cadet Regulations govern the ap- movement perfect. W'hile they were
pointments in the following manner: mass of commands, with every
"The cadet officer and non-commis- marching in platoon rront the line
sioned officers shall be appointed by was as straight as an arrow and
the Commandant, subject to the ap- the Juniors looked like a human
proval of the President. They shall machine moving down the field,.
After the drill was over some
be appointed from the members of
the R. O. T. C. who have been most Army Officers from various milistudious, and soldier-like in their tary schools in the South congratuconduct. No cadet may decline any lated the platoon on their splendid
office to which he has been appoint- showing.
The platoon was organized under
ed. As a rule the officers shall be
appointed from the Senior class, and the able leadership of Colonel Farr,
the sergeants from the Junior class." and the splendid spirit manifested
The following cadets were the by the Juniors. The men are purerecently appointed officers and non- ly volunteers, and are doing the
work to better the standing of the
commissioned officers:
school.
Therefore they should be
First. Lieutenants
Rush, F. S.; Finn, P. S,; Butler, warmly congratulated on their wonderful team work; as their perJ. J.; Hays, W. L.
fect drill machine would be unable
Second Lieutenants
Pruitt, T. W.; Yon, J. H.; Black, to function without long hours of
C. S.; Clyburn, E. S.; Hunt, D. W-; practice, because the drill consists
almost entirely of silent commands.
Foster, W N.; Scurry, J. F.
They will be in action when
Sergeants
Vallentine, R. A.; Miller. E. N.; Clemson plays the following teams.
Carolina, Citadel,
and
Caughman, G. W.: Smith, H. C; Wofford,
Padgett, E. E.; Hendrix, L. E.: Furman, for the benefit of the footHough, W. B.; Grimsley, C. L.; Poag, ball fans that have not seen them
drill.
J. R.; Mann, J. N.

Gov. Richards and Doctor Sikes
Witness Battle in Florence

serve Team

Sports Writers and Number
of Business Men to Determine the Coach That is to
Win a Studebaker.

Playing their first game of the
season Josh Cody's reserve team
It was just as the grey clad lads defeated the North Georgia Agriculfrom Clemson Chanted in lugubrious tural College here Friday afternoon
measures before the Tigers saunter- by the score of 43 to 0. The ClemAn authoritative attempt to select
ed forth from their liar in the foot- son team outclassed the Georgians
the
championship college football
hills of the Blueridge.
in every department of the game,
team
for 1929 will be made under
Oh, We'll ride N. C. .State on the rail piling up a total of nineteen first
new and novel circumstances during
Oh, We'll ride N. C. State on the rail downs against five for the Aggies.
the coming autumn, according to
Oh, We'll ride N. C. .State on the vail
The four horsemen of Cody's BoOh, We'll ride N. C. .State on the rail hunks unleashed a running attack an announcement just made by theAnd we'll twist the Wolfpack by the that completely bewildered the light- committee which will undertake the
task.
tail.
er and less experienced Georgia
Under the chairmanship of W. O.
They put into the chorus all the team. This quartet, namely, Kelly,
pathos, all the long sustained notes, Speth, Harvely and Kinghorn, rat; McGeehan, nationally known sports
all the tonsorial-parlor chords of | wild in the first half to am,i?s a columnist and newspaper writer, and
which it is capable and. though, as I total of thirty points. They were with the sponsorship of a committee
you know, are many.
Ard the tired in the second half however, of prominent amateur sport patrons.
Clemson boys sitting nea*' the tele- and could only push across two the aid of 250 newspaper sports
editors is being enlisted to secure
graph booth for returns of the game, touehodwns.
in "exhaustive and satisfactory nacalled the turn correctly with their
The Aggies' only scoring threat tional selection for the Albert Russel
vocal prediction.
j of the game came in the second
Sponsors of theThe N. C. State Wolfpack was rid- , quarter when Price, a midge- half- Erskine Award".
plan
are
Albert
Russel
Erskine, pres-en on the rail to the tune or' 2 6 to jiback, received the kickoff on his
ident of The Studebaker Corporation,,
0.
! own ten yard line and side-stepped
The youngsters from the foot- his way through the entire Tiger and the following committee: Theohills of upper South Carolina were team to be tackled on Clemson's 4.. dore Roosevelt, New York; John
triumphant in their ninth annual ! yard line. The Georgians then com- McE. Bowman, New York, head of
g.dane with the Pack from State by ; pleted two successive passes, which the Bowman hotel chain; W. T. An.
four touchdowns and two of their [placed the ball on Clemson's 10- derson of the Macon, Ga., TelegraphW. R. Morehou'se, vice-president of
usual
goals one in the first yard line.
The Bohunks defense the Security First National Bank of.
period of play, two in the second, i tightened here, however, and held
Los Angeles; Walter M. Christie,,
and one in the final quarter. The | them for downs.
Then- came the
count of games now stauda six for I most sensational run of the after- track coach of the University of
Clemson, two for N. C. State, and noon. On the first play Harvley re- California; W. T. Clayton, of Anderson, Clayton & Company, Houston,
one tie.
ceived the ball and ran 95 yards for
Governor Richards and Or. Hikes a touchdown. Then elusive "Whitey" Texas; and Martin J. Collins, presiin coats that were begging to be ; gave a beautiful exhibition of broken dent of the Graham Paper Company,
shedded and put away because of old field running in this sprint, straight- St. Louis, Mo.; Feg Murray, sporte
Sol's rays, and with baeming faces arming at least half of the Aggie cartoonist; Avery Brundage, president of the Central Association of
that were burnt a deep shade c" red team.
the A.A.U.; and Walter C. Allen,
by that blistering sun, watched the
Magarrity, Aggie fullback, was a i President of the Yale & Towne
fight and stayed until the final bulwark of strength on defense. He
Whoop from the last departing Clem- broke through the line time ip.d aMnufacturing Company, Stamford,
sonite had sounded through the again to stop Tiger backs before Connecticut.
A preliminary ballot will be taken
mellow twilight that fell upon the , they were fairly started.
in December among the 250 sports
Pee Dee Fair grounds along towards
Sneth and Kelly scored two critics and a final ballot will then
5:00 P. M.
touchdowns each for the Bohunks, be voted on the few teams which
Mrs. Richards and a daughter or , while Kinghorn, Harvley and Pickso were present with their winsome I ens scored one apiece. Clemson did lead in the first ballot. Between the
smiles and light coats—fortunate ;not have to punt but once during halves of the New Year's Day game
they came to the Clemson side lines the entire game, and this boot came in California, the winning team will
be announced. The coach of this
during the halves and could b3 ?oen in the last quarter.
team will be presented a Studebaker
by the Governor's side.
President Eight motor car.
The
And then there were some five
committee plans to make the award
thousand others, who romped and
an annual future of the football
roamed, from within the state and
season.
out to see Cody's Tigers in action.
Yet, do you suppose that Govenor
Richards or Dr. Sikes or any offiDial
have surrendered to the Big Bad
was the hero of the day? We are
Terriers and Tigelvs Fight in Bengals, while the South Carolina
as loyal a Democrat as anybody
Methodists have lost two and won.
Spartanburg Friday
else but NO.
one.
Or do you suppose that the beautiDespite the fact that the Tigera
Clemson will be well represented
ful members of the fair sex were in Spartanburg Friday both on the are doped to rout the "shouting
the persons toward whom all eyes field and on the sidelines The band aggregation", Cody and Company
were directed during the afternoon. and the Junior platoon will accom- have not forgotten the scare that
There were considerable numbers pany the mighty Tigers when they the Scaffmen threw into the Tiger
of eyes focused on the fair damsels. journey to meet Coach Tommy Scaffe camp in 1927. Then too the JungaBut again the answer is emphatically and his Wofford Terrier*. The sixty leers were decidedly favorties; but
NO.
piece band, and the platoon of fifty the Terriers held the mighty Tiger
The leading character, the person one men will be given free tickets pointless thru three quarters. The
who ought to figure away up in the to the game as well a.- free tians- Bengals eeked out a six point win
top of the head lines, the one whose iportation according to a statement in the last period, when Bud Eskew
name is spoken more frequently made by Coach Mutt Gee yesterday. tossed a pass that resulted in a
than any other, was a rough, rug- Both band and platoon will take the touchdown. Such scares arn't wisely
ged, short, stocky, right half-back field during the half and many stunts forgotten.
named Johnny Justus, who, ac- will be pulled. This will gi/e the
The Codymen are still working
cording to Clemson's statistics, twen- I Spartanburg people the idea that toward the pink that they intend to
ty years old, stands 5 feet 8 inches Clemson can specialize in other be in when they meet the Gamecocks
in altitude, weighs 160 pounds, and things as well as football
McMillan's
Four in the annual classic.
hails from Pickens.
teams, including Auburn and N. C. perilous passes to Padgett and Go.
Johnny was the boy. Early in State of the Southern Confvenee,
(Continued on page Fivel
(Continued on page Five)

CLEMSSN TEAM TO
MEET WJFFSRD FRIDAY
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upper opening of this novel scheme
was placed a table which was occupied by those on the board of
directors and the cabinet. The evening proved a most enjoyable and
profitable one to all those present,
and the menu wsa an especially tasty
one. The lecture might be summed
up in, "The Students are leading and
building China today".
Mr. Barnette returns to this fascinating work of his in a few months
and the students here at Clemson
extend their best wishes for even
better progress in the work that the
YMCA is doing in that worthy nation.

LAST CHAPEL SPEAKERS
BOTHJpiSTERIAL
Gene Barnett and W. L. Glazebrook Make Talks
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"

The visiting speaker for chapel
last week was Dr. W. L. Giazebrook,
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
of Washington, D. C, who was formsession, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
erly a practicing .physician, but who
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, is now following the profession of
a layman preacher because he feels
South Carolina.
that he can do mankind more good,
in his present status.
The main
theme of his talk was woven around
the principle that it is necessary
for the layman tc help his minister
EDITORIAL STAFF
more than he has in the past. Some
H. W. DORSET
„
Editor-in-Chief
of his comments were: the pasL. T. LEITNER, JR
_
Associate Editor
tor cannot do all of the work; it is
G. W. SACKMAN
_
Associate Editor
the leaders in the various towns who
F. IS. RUSH
_
Athletic Editor
are wide-awake evangelists and who
J. G. ADAMiS
—
Associate Athletic Editor
take an active part in this phase of
A. R. CRAWFORD
_
Associate Athletic Editor
life that make the churches vital
J. A. WILSON
—
—
jExchange Editor
factors in the communities. It is
W. c. SNYDER
Feature Editor
up to these students who are soon
W. G. DAY
Society Editor
to graduate from college to take
C. E. JARRARD
_
_
_ Columnist
over over these tasks which have
C. E. CRUTCHFIELD
_
_
Columnist
prospered so well under the guidance
C. V. RENTZ _._
_._
Y. IM. C. A. Editor
of the older men.
E. B. WHITE
Clubs Editor
A week ago Sunday, Mr. Gene
Barnette, a splendid example of the
I. G. HODGES
_.._
_ _
_
___
Joke Editor
YMCA workers in China, gave three
E. P. SHEHEEN _
—
Associate Joke Editor
very interesting and informative
J. A. LONG —
Associate Joke Editor
D. C. TURRENTINE
.._ Assignment Editor 3 talks on conditions in that country
where he has spent the last 15
STAFF REPORTERS
years. The first of this series of
!«
sermons was given at the MethoJ. H. STEPHENS, H. A. RIPPLBMEYER, R. F. PALMER
dist church at the morning service.
T. S. HEYWARD, J. P. LITTLE JOHN, H. C. WOODSON
It dealt with "Religion in China
BUSINESS STAFF
Today."
The second lecture was
R. RAMSEUR
Business Manager
delivered at Vespers that night on
H. CRYMES
Associate Business Manager
"The Part that Religion is Playing
:»J
!n Changing the Life in the Far
CIRCULATION STAFF
East."
T. R. WANNAMAKER
Circulation Manager
The third, of this series was in
W. P. HUGHES
Assistant Circulation Manager
the form of an open forum address
R. H. McGEE
_
Associate Circulation Manager
at the annual student-faculty banT. H. PAGG
Associate Circulation Manager
quet held in the Y gym at eight
o'clock that night. He centered his
remarks around the student condition in the home of the Yellow
Race. The gym was very attractively arranged for this affair with the
tables forming a Y, around which
In just one week the corps of cadets will embark for the were seated about 5 0 students between 50 faculty members. In the

FOUR LYCEUM NUMBERS ON PROGRAM
This year the Lyceum numbers
to be presented in the college auditorium are expected to be unusually good. This is because of
the fact that there will not be quite
as many as usual, and those which
are scheduled are of the very best
that could be obtained anywhere in
this country. Clemson has always
had an excellent course of lyceums,
but this year especial care has been
taken to get only those numbers
which can be fully appreciated and
enjoyed by the cadets.
Of the four numbers on the
schedule, the Army Band is to apipear first. This is the outstanding
military concert band of the world
and comes to Clemson with the
highest possible recommendations.
This entertainment, coming November 15, departs from the customary
in that it is to be given in the
afternoon instead of the evening.
The other three courses on the
program are to be given by "The
Schutz Concert Company",
"The
De Jen Company", and "The Community Theater Players".
The
dates for the appearance of these
companies have not as yet been settled, but they will come at such
intervals as to lighten the long
months of study with bright evenings O'f real entertainment.

EDITORIAL

annual journey to Columbia and to the State Fair. Ever since
the beginning of school all of us have been looking forward
to this trip, and now the time is nearly here.

This year the college officials have ruled that there is to be
no hitch-hiking to the fair. In the last year or two very few
boys have hitch-hiked to Columbia, because very few cannot
afford the price asked for the round-trip railroad ticket. Most
,of us would rather pay our three-fifty and be certain of a ride
down and back than to be bothered with the trouble of hitchhiking.
Usually the Southern railway has furnished a specail train
for the cadets, and we suppose that the same plan will be
used this year. Every year when the trains reach Columbia
they have to be policed because they are littered with papers,
apple cores, peanut hulls, and all kinds of trash. Let's see if
we won't have to crawl, underneath dirty.seats chasing rubbish. And let's don't make all kinds of remarks to the young
ladies who congregate at the stations (they always do) to see
the cadets pass through. In the past some of the remarks
flung at these young ladies have not been in the very best
taste. When you yell something insulting to a by-stander remember you are hurting yourself and your college—lowering
both in the estimation of all about you.
There has never been any complaint from the citizens of
Columbia about the behavior of the cadets while in that town.
In fact, every year Dr. Sikes receives letters congratulating
him on the way in which his boys conduct themselves. That is
something to be proud of, and we all sincerely hope that our
conduct in Columbia will justify the same type of letters this
year.
The University of South Carolina and Clemson College have
always been the best of friends. The friendliness between
such deadly enemies has always been a source of astonishment
to outsiders and a source of great satisfaction to us. We like
the boys at the University and we think they like us. No true
'Clemson cadet will jeer the Carolina boys if they are defeated.
No upperclassman who is what he should be, will incite a
Freshman to swipe a Carolina Freshman's cap. And if any
upperclassman should so far forget himself as to try this, we
hope that the freshman will put him in his place.
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KDKA RUILDS NEW
STATIONjN PENN.
Ready for Use Early in 1930
A new transmitting station near
Saxonburg, Pennsylania, is being
built by KDKA, the world's premier broadcasting station.
Broadcasting will begin from the station
early in 1930 according to the
Westinghouse Electrical and Manufacturing Company officials.
This will be KDKA's second big
transmitter move since it began
broadcasting in 1920, the first being from East Pittsburgh to the
present site on a hin above the
works.
The station will ennbody
the latest development in the radio field, some of which have yet
to receive their first test in actual
use.
The transmitter is designed
to use six power tubes, nominally
rated at 100 kilowatts but which
actualy have developed 200 kilowatts in tests. These tubes will allow for any desired signal strength
and will give the necessary margin
of power required for modulation
and possible experimental work.
The new building is located one
mile out of Saxoburg, Pennsylvania.
The site was chosen only after extensive surveys and tests; important were the elevation, rolling land,
the ipresence ground water near the
surface and the fact that no big
industrial
sections
are
nearby.
There are 120 acres of land [available for the station and upon which
an artificial pond, 100 feet wide
and 200 feet long will be constructed to provide a constant supply of
soft water for cooling the watercooled grids. Sufficient water will
be stored in the pond for the dry-,
est season.
Power for the new station will
be obtained .by tapping two different substations of the West Penn
Power Company. This will assure
a continuous service, for the possibility of both lines- being put out
of commission at the same time
is far remote.
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE ADS 0F-SHAFFERS PENS

PARKER DUOFOLD PENS

'Guaranteed for a Lifetime'

"Guaranteed Forever"
WE ARE

GLAD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE AGENTS FOR

BOTH LINES, CARRYING A COMPLETE STOCK—
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WRIST WATCHES

EXTRA STRAPS™ $1.00 TO $3,50
IN

METAL

f

AND

LEATHER

TOILET ARTICLES
DO YOU NEED-STATIONERY
CLEMSON PENNANTS

MEDICAL SUPPLIES
CLEMSON JEWELRY

"CHECKS CASHED CHEERFULLY"

L C. Martin Drug Co.,
P. S. McCOLIM MANAGER

If the impossible should happen, and we should lose that
game, remember, no alibis. It just isn't being done this season.
There are more things that could be said, but we're sure
there's no use in saying them. With these new uniforms we re ^
sure to make impressions—let's hope they'll all be good ones.! ♦X~MK<M^~M~MKK
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to be called at eight o'clock sharp.
One of the YMCA secretaries will
be on the court at sevun-forty-five.
No right thinking person denies
the value of exercise
However,
most of us find it difficult to squeeze
into an already crowded schedule a
few hours play weekly. Yet, it can
—yes, should be done. Join your
friends at the YMCA next Monday
night. Remember the hour—EIGHT
| O'CLOCK.

N C W 0

DRUGS

-:-

SODAS

-:-

CANDIES

*

CIGARETTES
COLLEGE

SUPPLIES

Members of the student body who
Checks Cashed
enjoy good radio programs will be
iiiiiiiiiin
iiiiiiiiini
glad to learn that the YM3A has
purhhased a new Majestic machine.
SWIMMING SCHEDrjT/E FOR BOYS CABINET HOLDS RETREAT AT The old machine will be used In
AND GIRLS
BLUE RIDGE
connection with a Victroia and pickup attachment to produce better
music for picture shows and Vesper
services.
Since the swimming pool will lie
The Y cabinet, accompanied by
well heated, during the fall and winI Messrs. S. B. Earle, J. E. Hunter.
Right Across from the "Y"
ter, the many Clemson lovers of
| J. R. Cooper, and P. B. Holtzendorff,
equatics will be interested, in the
t left here .aerly Saturday morning for
swimming schedule for men and
Blue Ridge, N. C, where they held
women, boys and girls, which is
their annual cabinet ratreat. The
as follows.
• group reached the Robert E. Lee
Tues. and Thurs.
8 to 9 p. m.
Hall about mid-day Saturday and
that
Tues.
2 to 4 p. m.
immediately secured permission to
COUD
and
COUOH
Sat.
10 a. m. to 12 n.
tak*
use the Wasington-Lee—RandolphA life guard will be on duty *t
Macon cabin, to which they went and
the pool during the above hours.
began to prepare that daily one
Cadets are permitted, to swim with- o'clock meal.
out suits during all other hours.
After dinner was served and
mEEBOSBEEBSaaSW
Swim for health, punch and pap.
everything cleaned up ar uuid the
The "OU1CK RELIEF" Cold Remedy {or
College Students, told bye College Student
cabin, a short discussion was held.
gliaigwiKiisigiiaaHiraHiisiigiigM
In this discussion the chairman ot
YOUR DRUGGIST
j Jim Galloway
DISCUSSION GROUPS PX)R FRESH- the New Students' committee gave
U. ol S. C.
HAS COLDEX
MEN
a report on the things which he
and the other members of his cabinet had done so far this ""ear and
a
In .an effort to aid freshmen in be- outlined a number cr things which
i
,
#
coming better and more quickly ad- they are going to try to do during
%
DRY
CLEANED
CLOTHES
justed to college and college life, the remainder of the year.
ai
the Y. M. C. A. will for a period
The group then adjourned and,
1
LOOK BETTER
-of six weeks conduct discussion ', during the two hour intermission
groups in barracks for the new i between then and supper, rode over
I
students. The topics of these dis- ! to Montreat's Normal School for
1
LAST LONGER
cussion groups are vital to any col- girls, where they observed the beau1s
lege boy.
These classes will he tiful campus.
STAY CLEANER
led by faculty members, along with
About eight o'clock that night the
student assistants. The first regugroup, with the aid of flashlights,
lar discussion was held immediately
! ascended, part of the way up one of
after long roll on Tuesday evening,
the mountaines nearby, and there
October 15; the classes to continue
built a camp fire around, which t'hey
each Tuesday evening at the same
, all gathered and sang a number of
hour through November 19.
Folia[51[»l)H|15|g|5]|Sl|Sa5^ra^^
' old familiar songs. When these were
lowing is a list of the topics which
concluded R. Cooper made a brief
will be discussed:
talk in which he enumerated a num1. The College Purpose
ber of ways in which God was .por2. A Budget of Time
IN NINE STATES
trayed to us at Blue Ridge, chief of
3. College Friendships
We have unusual opportunities for good men in
these being through nature. Before
4. The Student and the Church
the nine Southern States in which we operate.
ending the camp fire service, the
5. Stud Mrt Honor
g
Old Line Life Insurance with
boys all gathered around, the fire
6. The Laws of Achievement.
|
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
in the form of a C and each lit his
Listed below are the numbers of
candle from the flame. This was
SOUTHEASTERN
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
MEN'S preference for a man's
rooms in which classes will be held,
done to signify that Christ was their
smoke—the
pipe—is
plenty
|
Organized 13.0.5
along with the teachers of the relight and that they through him
positive. But do you know why? |
C. O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Life BJdg.
spective classes:
We'll tell you.
would trly to live such lives as
TEACHER
CO. ROOM
Greenville,
South
Carolina
would shine and. make Christ noticeFirst, pipe tobacco's different—
W. W. Klugh
for instance, Edgeworth. Second, 1
able in them.
Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policyM. B. Stevenson
A
142
tobacco smolders as it should in a |
Sunday morning the boys had a
holders over 3,800,000.00
D. B. Rosenkrans
8
245
pipe. And third, these mean you get l«praKiK|H||gE]iHiaagii«iM^
rather late .breakfast and by the
more satisfaction—greater relish of
J. E. Hunter
C
3 30
time
things
were
straightened
the good old savory burley, soothing
G. R. Sherrill
D
338
around the cabin it was time for
fullness of rich smoke.
W. W. Burton
E
2S2
church to begin.
In the service,
There's even a fourth reason: you ^SBS^B^^^^aB^^^s^ss^B^sasaaeBSs^aBBasBBBBsst^&^igBSSB^
Dr. G. M. Armstrong
F
3 68
which was conducted by Clemson
like good company. The pipe-smokW. B. Aull
G
420
ing brotherhood is that.
boys, J. R. Cooper, D. C. TurrenP. B. Holtzendorff
H
520
tine, D. C. Hudgens, and J. S. CarTobacco's at its best in a pipe. It
Rev. Clark
•
I
612
gets a chance to be itself there—to
penter made short talks on the subS. M. Martin
K
702
loosen up as it comes to life, to exject, "Service".
F. M. Kinard
L
820
pand and take in air and glow. Only
After the church service was over,
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun
M
927
the choicest leaves get that chance,
the group went back to the cabin
GREENVILLE, S. C.
moreover, for pipes tell the truth I
L. V. Starkey
Band
166
and began to prepare for a hike up
about tobacco. Choice leaves, choice
CHARLOTTE, N. C
blends, and mighty careful hanto High Top mountain. The last
dling. Edgeworth comes up through
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
Representatives from most of the discussion of the day was held up
eleven distinct processes before we're
there
at
a
point
from
which
the
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, FURNISHING
South Carolina colleges gathered af
willing to pass it on to you.
Cam'p Adger during the past week- tower on Mount Mitchell could be
ATHLETIC GOODS
If
you
keep
on
missing
all
this,
end for a most enjoyable YMCA re- seen. A few sandwiches and other
that's your fault—for we're waiting
arererereDrabtfebttalrfMlglH
to send you your first pipefuls of
treat,
i'-v!^ things which the boys had carried
Edgeworth. See the coupon? Fill it
Camp Adger, near Pickens, ,S. C!7 with them to the mountain top were
out, get a good pipe and the postman MisisiiasBKi»teiaM»^^
has an ideal location for a confer- eaten and then the group began the
will bring you a neat little glad-toence of this kind.
It consists of descension.
meet-you packet of good old EdgeThey left Blue Ridge about 5:15
four or five rustic cabins, nestling
worth.
in a small valley, surrounded by and arrived back at school about
Edgeworth is a careful blend of good
some of South Carolina's most beau- 9:00 o'clock after a very pleasant
tobaccos—selected especially for pipeand helpful trip.
smoking. Its quality and flavor never
tiful mountain majesties.
change. Buy it anywhere—"Ready
The work of this camp had to do
Rubbed" and "Plug Slice"—1 Sepocket
package
to pound humidor tin.
with investigation, discussion, and
study, of those problems most vital
MONDAY NIGHT "FACULTY
CLEANING and PRESSING
to the various colleges. Among the
NIGHT" AT Y
more important subjects were. "Religion", "The Honor System", "The
LARUS 8s BRO. CO.,
PRICES LOW -:- SERVICE INSTANTANEOUS
Industrial Situation", and others of
Richmond, Va.
Pep, vigor, fun and fellowship
like kind.
The duscussions were
I'll try your Edgeworth. And I'll try
it in a good pipe.
"Your Business Appreciated"
ably led by Dr. W. C. Jackson, vice- was in store for those Clemson faculpresident of N. C. C. W., and Mr. ty memberse who assembled at the
O. R. McGill, secretary for the YMCA on Monday night for the
Monday
southern student division of the initial volley ball clash.
Streetnight will be known as "Faculty
YMCA.
Delagates attending from Clemson Night" at the Y. During fall the
Town and Statewere Vaughan, Fridy, Thames, and Profs will keep their muscles limber
Now let the Edgeworth cornel y
KbrfafafaKbrbrrgbtfafcbfKlHtrfM
ISKKllSlSKlgtKfatHteMgfelsifrtgE
by the volley ball route— the games
I
1
Crutchfleld.
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BLECKLEY

DRY

GLEANERS

Tobacco's
at its best ♦.. in
a pipe

J. 0. Jones Co.
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Are you the one that told me
Prof. McFuzzy came from Ohio?
I sure did.
Well, you're wrong. I told, him
last nio'ht I had been vaccinated on
my hip, and he said he was from
Missouri.

He throws me kisses
I always miss,
I get no kick
From a love like this.
He talks a good game
But'll never pet,
He's the Laziest man
I ever met.

When better gals are made they
won't be half so interesting.

Conductor: I'll have to charge full
fare for your little brother. He's
"Fine", says Strawberry Young- wearing long pants.
blood when he finds his roommate
Yougn Brother. oGsh, sis you
has put cornflakes in between the can ride free.
sheets. "I'll have breakfast in bed."
What's the difference between a
Pill Newman: I'm groping for the mouse and a co-ed?
right word, to use.
One harms the cheese and the
She: Well, you won't find it other charms the hes.
around my waist.
Joe: What part do you play?
Judge: What is the charge?
She: Oh, I'm just the poor rich
Co.p: Driving while in a state or girl who goes astray and is thrown
extreme infatuation.
out in the street.
But whers're
you going?
Bootleggers now send their sons
Joe: Out to wiait in the street.
to college and make them major in
chemistry.
Cora: Since I've been helping moYou say his wife keeps 'him in
clothes?
Yes, nearly every night he finds
another suit in his wardrobe.
"Whee are you going dearie?
Out for a ride with Jack. Do I
need e. coat?
I should say not.
You'll need
&. fan.
"There's a reason?" confided the
prom girl as she followed her pnrtner out on the porch.
A sorority
station.

house

is

a

petting

This week's tall story: Absent
minded professor who slept thru
his own lecture.
1

;

MELTING POT
Spare te Rod and Spoil the Child
Roanoke College has-set to. work
to try to enforce a new set of
Freshmen rules. One of these rules
applies to hazing.
It seems that
hazing is so detrimental to the poor
little freshmen that the authorities
state:
"The striking, laying hands ..on.
treating with violence, or offering
bodily harm to any student, with
the intent to injure or punish, him,
or other treatment of tyrannical.
abusive, shameful, insulting or intimidating shall be prohibited."
We of old South Carolina wonder
how the Fresh are to be salted
down.
''
■r —The Gamecock.'
Not. So Dumb . _..
A well educated man' of Vienna
has offered to sell the film rights
to his suicide, which he is planning
for the near future. He plans to
blow himself up with a home-made
infernal machine.
Congratulations
Duke University, The University
of Georgia, and the University of
Alabama are to be congratulated
Upon the opening this fall of modern football stadiums.
Not So Here
Up at V. P. I. the cadets are allowed to watch the football practice only once a week. At Clemson
our chief diversion is to watch Coach
Cody put the men through the
paces. Quoting the Va. Tech: "No
man is going to take a ripping,

that will enable the Clemson crack
platoon to walk off with the trophy
next year at camp. Should victory
go to the Citadel platoon next year,
rest assured, Citadel brothers, it
will be sweet .plenty according to
your formula.
Since the Bulldog has been so
kind as to suggest that we have our
scouts take in the exhibition of the
Citadel platoon at the Davidson
game this thought occured to us.
Why should not the Citadel send its
crack platoon up to Spartanburg on
the eighteenth to observe our platoon in action? They could put on
a much hetter exhibition the following day in Davidson and be much
better prepared to down the Clemson
platoon when they meet. We are
sure that our scouts will enjoy and
appreciate the Citadel exhibition m
Davidson, but our entire corps would
like to see that crack platoon in
action also.
Cadet Farr, the commander of the
Clemson platoon informs us that our
platoon will be on the field between
the halves of the Ctadel-Clemsorj
game and. that it would be glad to
have the Citadel platoon there also
for a competition drill. This would
be quite an added attraction to the
football game, and every man at
Clemson feels that we can change
the mind of the "Lone Soldier" and
every one else who feels that the
competition wasn't so keen at camp
the past summer.
We have one month to arrcnge
the details and we can see no reason
why this competition cannot be held.
Duke University Broadcasts --

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 19 29

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
The Palmetto Literary Society has
held two successful meetings this
year so far.
The first meeting was held Thursday evening, September 19. This
meeting being the first of the new
school year, the hour was devoted
to business, and the election of officers for the first quarter. The following officers were elected: G. H.
Wise, president; J. A. Yeargin, vicepresident; D. C. Hudgens, recording
secretary; L. O. Clayton, corresponding secretary; F. W. Cannon, Treasurer; A. A. Webb, chaplain; F. B.
Pollard., parliamentarian; and G. A.
Black, literary critic.
The officers are to be congratulated upon obtaining these honors, for
all the voting was close and discriminating.
The second meeting was held last
Thursday evening. The society was
called to order by the president, and
led in prayer by the chaplain. Seveteen new membres were taken into
the society.
The election of the
sergeant-at-arms, who is always selected from the Freshman ''lass, was
next on the program. Seven freshme made campiagn speeches in an
effort to gain th ehonor. Mr. V. M.
Vaughan was elected. Extemporaneous speeches were made by J. A.
Keith and J. N. Jinkins.
The president outlined his plans,
and offered suggestions for a successful year in Literary work. Several suggestions were made by the
members also. A very helpful report was made by the literary critic,
after which the society was adjourned until the next meetin,
Thursday evening, October 3.

Every one is invited to attend
this society every Thursday even ng
just after long-roll.
A I E E
The Clemson College branch of
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers held its first meeting of
the scholastic year at 7:30 P. M.
on Thursday, October 3, 1929.
Geo. W. Sackman, student, presented a paper on "The Making of
an Engineer." This was followed
by a talk on "The Ps}'chology of
Getting On", by W. C. Snyder, student.
A few business matters were
taken up by the branch, and the
plans for the coming year were
arranged.
Professor S. R. Rhodes then addressed the society and acquainted
them with the advantages which
they, as members, possessed over
the Electrical Engineering students
who are not members. Professor
E'arle, also talked to the branch for
a few minutes.
PHI SI
The Phi Si fraternity held its
first meeting of the year last Thursday night. All the members were
present and many important matters were discussed. The meeting
was held in Dr. Mullens' class room,
and Dr. Mullens gave a short but
interesting talk on the possible value of honorary fraternities to colleges.
A few resolutions were
adopted for the coming year.
The meetig was the first to
come under the direction of the new
officers, and everything points to a
very successful year.
One of the
matters discussed Thursday evening
was the selection of new members,
and special emphasis was placed on
the scholastic record of these this
year.

D'uke University is one of the few
ther with the "house work, sweepUniversities
of the south that have
ing, ironing and so forth, I find
a regular broadcasting hour. The
my arms have developed.
He: And I-er-er suppose you do Duke University band and orchestra
and those others who possess talent jggMHaaHHSSHHHiaiH^
a lot of walking.
get their chance before the mike Si
The Duke radio hour begins at eight
She: If wishes could come true,
each Tuesday evening and "The
what would you wish?
Chronicle invites all its freinds to
He. Gosh, I don't dare tell you.
hook up on WPTF and enjoy the
She: Go ahead, what do you think
programs.
I brought this wishing business up
for, anyway?
Two New Frats at Purman
For BETTER SERVICE and CLEANER CLOTHES
TO A GIRL. AT HOME
News of the coming installation
Blue eyes gaze at mine—Vexation. of two new national fraternities at
Call 136
Soft hands clasped in mine—Palpi- Furman, Pi Kappa Phi, and Delta
tation.
Sigma Phi, meets with great ApFair hair brushing mine—Expecta- proval on the part of other fraternition.
ties on the cam;pus and all those
Lithe hody next to mine—Aspiration. who are anxious to see wholesome
Foots teps—Damnation.
fraternity life developed, at this institution. These new nationals should
tearing bawling out from his coach be a decided incentive for other
in the presence of fellow cadets and nationals to charter here. We conHHsaaiiii
then go back up to barracks and gratulate the two local fraternities l::.il!l
face those same cadets with; the that have succeeded in securing these
—The Hornet. EHSHgHgHHSBE^
same confidence and assurance of nationals.
his ability."
The Auburn Campus

HEAR YE, CAMPUS FOLK

SLECKLEY

CITADEL'S SWEET VICTORY
We trust that the readers of The
Tiger will recall the announcement
carried, a'few weeks ago with reference to the formation of another
prize platoon hero at Clemson with
which we intend to cop the trophy
given to the best drilled platoon at
camp next year. "The Bulldog", Citadel weekly reproduced this article
with the following comment:
"With this contemplated practice
backed by the knowledge gained
from watching the Citadel series of
last year we hope that our Clemson
brothers will give us a little stronger
competition.
Victory is always
much sweeter when the foe presents
a strong front. We suggest that the
football scouts who are sent to the
Davidson game on the 19th make
their mission twofold in value by
scouting the exhibition between
halves.
By the way, one Citadel Cadet
says that very good exhibition drills
can be put on with a couple of days
practice but it may be necessary to
practice as much as four days to
meet the strong Clemson Aggregation."
This contemplated practice undertaken by our Juinors will include no
more actual drill than is required
of each Citadel cadet. It is the
practice that we are undertaking,
rather than any knowledge gained
from watching The Citadel platoon,

DRY

CLEANERS

SI

TIGER SHOE SHOP AND LUNCH ROOM

Notice was given by Coach Boiler
in' "The Plainsman" that the Auburn
-Florida game was to be a campus
game so far as the Auburn students
were concerned. Transportation and
tickets to the game ''were furnished
to all the students who wanted to
go to Montgomery to see the game.

For BEST Shoe Repairing on SHORT NoticeCALL ON CLINT!
For GOOD Sandwiches and MilkCALL ON CLINT!

Don't Forget Our Agent

HELL'S ELL

3
IS

i
"I

JOHNNIE JUSTUS —:— Room 719

Extra! Extra!
A. N. Boseman,
famous Clemson undergraduate, signally honored—. At last the memffliHsiiisiaaiaia^^
bers of the R. O. O. G., Royal Order of Goofs, have elected a Grand
Goof for' this year. A. N. Boseman.
in person, has been honored by this
election.
Boseman possesses in
abundance the qualifications necessary for membership in this famous
society. He is flat-headed, hasn't
any idea of what is why, and he
doesn't know the difference.
He
should be an excellent Grand Goof.
Although Boseman was the only
nominee, the election ended in a
turmoil. Several members engaged
in hand-to-hand, fighting, and concentrated hot air was freely used.
The question in dispute was whether Boseman was one goof or two
goofs.
Nominations are now in order for
two Guard Goofs to form the Royal
Goof Guard.
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CLEMSOX TIGEK TEAM DRIVES
WOLF-PACK FROM THE DOOR
(Continued from page One)

the afternoon he ,put the Tigers
in positino to score as he winged
his way by sheer speed and might to
State's one yard line on two plays.
O nthe first he made 16 yards around
left end.
On the next play he added 38 more only to be run out
of bounds on the one yard line.
Welch, Gaffney's pride, carried
the pigskin over on the fourth down
and Harvin's kick for extra point
went wild.
Clemson 6, State 0.
This margin was a plenty to win
by but the Tiger was on the warpath. The score began to mount in
the second (period,.
State held the
ball on their own thirty-seven yard
line.
Milton flipped a pass Lo Devant.
Devant started it toward
Melton but Foggy Woodruff, who
just happened by at the time that
the .ball was tossed, let the ball
become nestled in his arms as
though it were intended for him
and raced the remaining 37 yards
for a touchdown. Harvin made the
•extra point this time and the Tigers
were leading 13 to 0.
Then I he
mighty Goat McMillan, by the way,
of which there is no pier in the
South as a passer, was injected in
the fray.
Justus celebrated Goat's arrival
with a 2 8 yard dash around left
•end. Foggy took a pass from Goat
that netted. 20 more.
Cody's Juggernauts were 18 yards from the
coveted goal.
McMillan ma.de 10
yards in two tries and then ihe
Tigers were penalized 5 yards for off
side.
This didn't help Stato any
however, for Justus showed his
heel to the Wolf pack for 11 yards
around the same left end.
Only a
few minutes later McMillan went
over for a touchdown.
No extra
point availavle.
Clemson 19, State

Just watch 'em go.
CLEMSON
Pos.
STATE
Woodruff
LE
Silver
Swofford
LT
Gardiner
Gagill
LG
Stout
Gresham
C
Gorham
Gunnels
RG
Smathers
Collins
RT
Vann
Jones
RE
Jordan
Padgett
QB
Johnson
Harvin
RH.
Melton
Welch
LH
Wright
Score by periods:
Clemson
6 13
0
7—26
N. C. State
0
0 0
0— 0
Scoring touchdowns: Welch, Woodruff, McMillan, Harvin.
Points after touchdown: Harvin
1, Hallman 1 (both placements).
Substitutions N: C. State—Davant
for Johnson, May for Smathers, Edmundson for Davant, Rose for Gardiner, Morgan for Silver Chaplin for
Gorham, Hampton for Vann.
Clemson—Gassaway for Magill.
McMillan for Welch, Hallman for
Justus, Pickelsimer for Woodruff,
Fleming for Swofford, Smith lor
Gunnells, Sowell for McMillan, Yarborough for Collins, Dyess for Gresham, Bowles for Gunnells, Asbill
for Woodruff, C. Fleming for Jones,
Hane for Harvin, Salley for Hallman,
Rogers for Padgett.
Officials: Major, (Auburn) referee; Powell, (Wisconsin), unpire;
Perry, (Sewanee), head linesman;
Black, (Davidson), field judge.
CLEMSON TEAM TO MEET
WOFFORD FRIDAY
(Continued from page One)
become more dangerous every day.
Justus and a horde of other balks
continue to clip off yardage.
The
big forward wall charges harder and
more quickly on each play.
In
different words, "Jovial Josh" is
not yet satisfied with the brand of
football that the Bengals have played thus far.
The "Big Man" has
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found serious fault with the Tiger have been disporting themselves in
tackling.
This week he is drilling a manner, totally lacking in dignity.
his boys in this fundamental by put- However, the worthy visitors have
ting them thru hours of practice on taken heart upon being reassured
alive and moving men.
that the cadets in question were
In this day of ujpsets it is un- merely in the throes of initiation
safe to predict the outcome of any into the Sabre Club.
game. Wofford is anxious to stage
The latest additions to this cra comeback and it would be rather ganition are: E. H. Roberson, S. B.
glorious as far as they aie con- Earle, W. D. Craig, H. W. Asbill,
cerned if Clemson could be made B. L. Hewitt, and J. M. Prim.
the stepping stone.
Friday's game These men are the ones who have
determines whether the Tiger will been seen on the campus with their
meet the Gamecock with a clean shirts
on
backwards,
large tin
slate of not.

PRELIM INSPECTION
MINDS OF CADETS
Major Duval, R. O. T. C. officer
of the fourth corps area, will again
visit Clemson College :."> make an
inspection of the unit. As yet, the
o.\ael date is not known
This inspection will determine whether or
not Clemson College will be inspected for the Distinguised. Military College list.
Should this inspection
prove successful, there will be a
final inspection in the spring to decide whether or not Clemson remains
a Distinguished Military College.
Last year Clemson College un?t
was inspected by Majors Holliday
and Allen of Fort McPherson, Georgia. The officers commented, favorably on the general bearing and
efficiency of the cadets; consequently
Clemson remains a Disinguished Military College.

NEW MEN INITIATES
0F_S« CLUP
Visitors on the campus during
the past week-end have been greatly amused and to .a certain extent alarmed, at the antics of six
members of the cadet corps who

plates on their shoulders, ancient
swords girded around their waists,
and at the game Saturday, they
were observed to be sporting the
latest wrinkle in most everything
from horn-rimmed smoked glasses
to mis-mated shoes.
It is generally known that the
Sabre Club is petitioning the Scabbard and Blade, one of the oldes;
and highest rated military organizations in the United Statef. and
we are wishing the local the best
of luck in their petition.
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS,
YOU WILL WANT NEW CLOTHES
«

FOR THE STATE FAIR AND THANKSGIVING.
I WILL ACCEPT YOUR JANUARY R O T C CHECK

R A SUIT OR TOPCOAT
BETTER

SEE

ME

AT

ONCE

HOKE SLOAN
^SMgglffi^^^Slffi

0.
Hallman, a sophomore back, at
this time relieved Justus and Johnny
saw his last service lor Vib day.
He 'had done his bit and had done it
well. Hallman got 25 yards around
left end before the half ended to
show the fans he was an able substitute for Justus.
The second half opened with the
ball traveling from one end of the
•field to the other.
Later in the
third Hallman made a 17 yard gain
around, left end and Clemson held
the ball only 8 yards 'from the goal
line.
The period ended here, so
jump to the forth. Goat McMillan
tossed a 8 yard pass to Harvin
for a touchdown, the last made
during the game.
Hallman kicked
the extra point.
To give all the glory of the victory
to a few Clemson men would be nn
fair to all concerned. Therefore, it
must be said, that the team as a
whole including substitutes, (played
a magnificent game. The few times
that the line gave was to grea;; backs
and when the Wolfpack threatened
to score the line was like a stcne
wall.
Melton, Devant, and Dellings for
State were good, in fact, extaordtnarily good.
They had the ability
and even the most enthusastic Tiger
follower must bestow on them their
due praise.
Cody exhibited the power of the
Tigers McCarley nor McMillan started.
The former never got in the
game.
Justus played, only the first
half. Many substitutions were sent
in the line, and the Codyites played
the best brand of defensive footbaJl
shown by them this season.
Padgett, captain and quarteback
for the Tigers, lived up to 'his task.
His blocking, tackling and generalship will remain in the minds of
those who saw 'him in the game for
many a day.
Clemson gave an indication of
what Carolina and the other opponents might expect.
The Tigers
showed and exhibited a perfection
of plays in both offense and defense that bodes ill for future opponents.
The Tigers meet Wofford at Spar-tanburg Friday and the Carolina
Gamecocks six days later in the
annual state fair encounter.
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Violet Rays of Sunshine
not "artificial treatment"—make OLD GOLD
. . . a better and a smoother cigarette
OLD GOLD brought about a great change in smoking
habits. It gave smokers a new freedom of enjoyment
. . . without any forbidden limits.
The man who used to say "I can't smoke until after
lunch . . . my throat is sensitive in the morning"
now finds that he can "light up" whenever he pleases.
For his morning OLD GOLD has no more throatscratch than his breakfast omelet.
Likewise all those who have to guard their throats . ..
salesmen, singers, actors, and the like ... no longer

" "• ■' » "MS

have to stint their smokes, for OLD GOLD is as free
of throat irritants as a glass of spring water.
Better tobaccos did it . . . naturally good tobaccos . . •
extra-prime leaf made irritation-free by the violet
rays of sunshine . . . not by "artificial treatment."
If you like food that is naturally good, instead of
food made good by "artificial treatment" . . . you're
sure to prefer OLD GOLD'S natural tobacco smoothness. Try a package . . . and get a vote of thanks
from both your throat and taste.
(
I P. Lorillard Co., L..c. 1760

.Mother JNIature makes them smoother and better . . . with "not a cough in a carload"
On your Radio, OLD GOLD—PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR. Paul Whlteman, with his complete orchestra, every Tuesday, 9 to 10 P. M., Eastern Standard Time

a
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WOFFORD NEXT-THEN CAROLINA
RATS PLAY BIDilES
GAME_WEINESDAY
Little Tigers to Meet Pullets in
Columbia on Day Before
Varsity Meets Roosters

is making a very creditable showing
with the slender material of only
14 boys.
Calhoun-Clemson High school has
its first football team this year. The
boys of the school are showing a
splendid, spirit. Almost every boy
enrolled in school has turned out
for the team, and from (he way it
looks every one has made the team.
With only 14 boys to work with
almost any coach would throw up
his hands and quit; not so with
"Floopy". He started right at the
bottom with his 14 boys and built
a mightly powerful squad for a
school of this size.
They started the year off right by
running rough-shod over Pendleton
to the tune of 19 to 0. Next came
Seneca, always a deadly rival of the
local warriors. With this team the
boys repeated the performance of the
first game only not quite as good,
beating them only 12 to 0. In lhi3
game "Little" Boggs started on of
those much talked of, but little seen,
long runs. He had the misfortune
to fall down after be had run 85
yards; "Big" Carey along behind the
little fellow causaully reached down
and scooped up Boggs, ball, surplue

SPORTS
dirt, lime, and ran 5 more yards
before the ball was grounded, but
it was a no go, because the play
was called back and Calhoun-Clemson penalized 5 yards.
Dunlap has some mighty good material in Dennis Crawford, and James
Carey. Both these boys hold down
a backfield berth. On the line he
has a good hard hitting tackle in
R. Carey and a flashy fast end in
James Eweing. And above everything don't forget "Teahound," Newton, the general utility man of the
team, who plays most any old place
any old time.
Coach Gee, athletic director at
Clemson, has promised them his full
corporation, (and has gone so far
as to proimse them the use of Riggs
field for one of their games. This
game will either be the Piukens or
the Liberty game.

Boys, it wont be long now before
Joe's Clemson Cubs will stack up
against the Carolian Biddies. The
boys of the Jungle land have made
a very creditable showing so far this
"SPORTSMANSHIP AT YALE-GEORGIA GAME
season, defeating the Newberry Paps
32 to 0. It would be hard to name
"Not only was the Yale-Georgia game probably the most the outstanding players on the squad,
colorful ever played under Southern skies but it also was nota- but Joe has treasures in Rivers,
ble for the sportsmanship exhibited by both teams and by Chapman, Davis, Miller, and Moss.
Carolina claims to have the best
the supporters of the rival elevens. Of course, the Georgia
"Rat"
team in the state. Their team
student body simply was "crazy" with joy and delight at the
is composed of the outstanding high
unexpected victory but the boys indulged in no kidding nor and prep school stars of last year.
taunting remarks. Georgia good manners and hospitality The Biddies were very fortunate in
Bill Lipincotte. What is the most
sanctions no such action. The finest traditions of the South securing Freeman, .a heavy charging
outstanding
contribution that chemback, and Mussllihite, a center, both
and East were lived up to.
istry has given to the world?
hailing from Richmond Academy.
Yale's band left the field in military formation playing
S. T. McDowell: Blondes.
"Bill" Gilmore, a product of ColumDixie. Every man, no doubt, was bitterlly disappointed at the bia High, is also fighting for the
results but not a one showed it in any degree. The musician? center berth. Fleming, a youth from
Bill has a new siren for his car.
What happened to the blonde'
paraded back to their quarters at the hotel with their instru Spartanburg, is a very fast back and
ments going at full blast. The Eli was the loser but the tradi a good, broken field runner. As a
whole, Carolina seems to have a ^►^►^►^^^♦^^►^►^►^►^►^H$M^I^M$>^M$^^^^^M$H$M^
tion of Yale that i<i is as glorious in defeat as it is in victorj pretty good team.
was fully exemplified on this occassion. To make everything
So, folks if you want to see a
perfect the players foncrht hs>~H but they battled cleanly."
good football game be sure to be in
Columbia on Oct. 23, the day beAnd now to its collection of
scalps, cat fur, and striped Tiger cussion are those tales told aboiit for the Clemson-Carolina varsity
hide, the Yellow Peril adds anotber Georgia's walloping Yale, and Korth game.
A SHOE HOSPITAL THAT SAVES SOLES!
prize trophy in the curired pelt of Carolina's defeat of the touted Tora defeated Wolf-pack. The yellow- nado from Atlanta.
Branch's run
Best of Leather
Goodyear Rubber Heels
clad host out of the hills in its ram- for North Carolina through Tech's I
p;ant sweep to victory sounds storm entire team was only a degree more !
warnings from the coral sands of spectacular than Foggy Woodruff in
Florida to the Blue grass region of his mad dash for the coveted points
old Kentuek'.
"Warning!
Watch when he interecepted, a State pa^s
Clemson is a byword on numerous at Florence the past Friday. Teen's "Floopy" Duulap is Making a
"Down Town"
Fine Bunch of Griders of the
campuses, but the royal Bengal defeat in itself was surprising. But
Fourteen Boys Who Turned
beast stalks 'em all. It's not "Beat you must remember that Tech is
Florida" or "Beat Furman" or much weaker this year than last.
Out and are Still Out.
"Beat Carolina", but it's "Beat 'em The Tornado lost most of its drive
Calhoun-Clemson's first football
All!".
when the greater portion of its for- team has "Floopy" Dunlap, Clem-.on
Against N. C. State as against ward stalwarts graduated. The big graduate, Class '28, as coach and he
previous comers, the Tigers in their backs from the old North State
tilt last Friday at Florence, dis- found the going hard only in a few
played to a select crowd from the instances, and they steadily pounded
Carolinas, every indication of being the Tornado's bulwarks to bits. That
a peril to all opponents in offensive and the brilliant figure of Johnny
Upower as well as in name. Clemson Branch, a diminutive North Carolina
exhibited added strength on defense. back, defeated the proud but gentle
iiSif :;::■,,.
: SSSS
Drink
With Harvin, Welch, Justus, Hane, Tornado.
As for Yale and Georgia, it's adHallman and Padgett clawing their
line to shreads, the State forwards mitted generally that the South was
acking Georgia on that day
The
crumpled under the pounding. And
while speaking of backs, Justus and vhole South w;as as tickled to see
Mc Millan continued to pile up yard- leorgia Bulldogs tear the seat of
Delicious and Refreshing
'he might from under Yale as
age in their flashy way.
Gerogia was itself. Next Saturday,
Subtracting the 21 points of our
however, against the University of
opponents from 152 leaves 131
North Carolina, Georgia will stumble
points on the credit sheet of ihe
into plenty and then some.
Tigers. Doing the same for the rest
of the season for the rest of the state
teams results in 115 points clear
Another "Flash"
for them altogether. Clemson's marauding band of Tigers has 16
Pickens has contributed another
points more than all the college speed merchant to Clemson.
It
teams in the state combined! Four is little Holland, who played a few
down and seven to go, Tigers! minutes on Joe Guyon's ever changScuttle "Shipwreck" Kelly, trans- ing team last Friday. He is small
IT WON'T BE. LONG
mute Zoebel and Ltd. into flops, and he looked like his shoes were
NOW.
AND THE PAUSE
and then stifle Clyde Crabtree!
much too long for him, but can
THAT'S COMING MAY
After the scrap with Wofford next he pick'em up and put 'em down?
Friday, the Tigers turn into a road We'll tell the world be can. He is
NOT BE SO REFRESHlittered with pitfalls and rocky little but so fast. Put on a little
ING
AS SOME OTHERS
stretches.
And at the first cross meat, toughen bim up, and turn
roads looms Carolina!
Down the him loose with a football, and
WE KNOW OF.
road a few bounces, cruises "Ship- we think he'll show something.
The moral is to avoid situations
wreck" Kelly and his bunch of galwhere it is impossible to pause
lants. Massing back of these on the
and refresh yourself —because
rockiest pinnacle in the road the
Next Year's Outlook
whenever you can't is when you
flying cadets preen their vaunted
most wish you could. FortuWhile the freshman material is
power while a tough Gator colony
nately, in normal affairs there s
gapes with open jaws in b-unfaary nothing sensational at Clemson, out
always a soda fountain or refresh
anticipation.
Still farther down 3f 67 high school players that were
ment stand around the corner
crouches a determined Bulldog back- really good, they are bound to
from anywhere with plenty of
ed, by a gale that swirls wltli in- find some real good ones, and in
ice-cold Coca-Cola ready. And
the
hands
of
Joe
Guyon,
who
the
creasing strength. The way is long
every day in the year 8 million
and pitted with the lairs of vengeful boys say can tell you more about
people
stop a minute, refresh thembeasts of all descriptions.
Some football than anybody they ever
selves with this pure drink of
vc
heard,
and
Big
Ben
Goodale,
somewould take the highway, and some
O
*
natural flavors and are off again
meander on the low, But Clemson thing is sure to happen. Mutt Gee
with the zest of a fresh start.
Tigers stalk down the middle of the the director of athletics, is giving
The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.
road! And woe to the foe that's in his time largely to the line work
the path of this yellow-clad jugger- with the freshmen this year, and
naut! Alabama may have her Tony we are weeping no "weeps over
If
Holm; U. N. C. her Johnny Branch; Clemson's prospects for 1930.
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
Kentucky her Kelly, but Clemson this trio can't get some footballers
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
CD-2
built
out
of
what
they
have
to
has a team, a McMillan, a Justus,
I
T
I
3
WHERE
work
on,
we'll
miss
our
guess
and
GET
T
O
GOOD
and a cadet corp! Nuff said.
HAD
I T
Secondary subjects of much dis- badly.
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